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Star Trek Online is a different kind of game. Features include intergalactic space battles, space exploration, trading, and flying missions. As
a science fiction fan, you should see what one of the coolest new games in years has to offer. Navigate through the stars while exploring
new worlds in a completely immersive galaxy featuring new locations, ships and missions. Make discoveries aboard the U.S.S. Suliban as

you battle enemies from across the quadrant. Get offworld into the unknown, encounter bizarre new species, and battle galactic threats in a
universe where almost anything can and will happen. Get ready to start your journey into one of the Star Trek Universe's greatest

adventures as the Fleet enters uncharted space! In Star Trek Online, you have the chance to experience captaining a Federation star ship
while interacting with new and familiar characters. As a commanding officer, you must complete missions under new and sometimes

harrowing situations. As the Enterprise crew follows up the trail of an alien fugitive, you will need to use the ship's new technologies, act
quickly, and think on your feet to take down an evil foe in a newly explored quadrant of space. There are 10 playable races in Star Trek

Online. Klingon Empire are a crafty bunch, while Federation is good at diplomacy. The Humans are space-age samurai, while the Romulans
are cold-blooded killers. The Cardassians are adept at espionage, the Breen are fierce warriors, and the Tzenkethi are vicious pirates. Each

race has their own special class, skills, ship, and abilities. If you are lucky, maybe you will join the crew of the U.S.S. Enterprise!
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star trek online is a massively multiplayer online game that allows players to create their own
characters to play in one of the four major factions: federation, klingon empire, romulan star empire
or dominion. once players are created, they can enter a player-owned starbase, a new feature in the
game. in this base, players can train their characters and equip them with the appropriate weapons

and equipment to go on missions, which require a certain level of advancement to complete. as
players venture out from the starbase, they encounter enemies, which they can either fight or

ignore, and once they have completed a mission, the results of their actions will influence the results
of the next mission. this means that if a player knocks out a romulan ship, for example, the romulans

might be more likely to attack them in the next mission. there are no set rewards for completing
missions, as they all offer different things. players can earn medals, which can be used to purchase

ships, equipment, or more missions. additionally, players can also earn badges, which are often
earned by completing a specific number of missions or by completing missions in a specific way.

these badges can be used to purchase items, and they can also be used to earn additional mission-
specific rewards. star trek online currently has three official add-ons, voyage to briar patch, the

trench, and up the long, twilight struggle. the first two add-ons are free and are usually available to
download when the game is released. up the long, twilight struggle, however, is a paid add-on that

has been out for a little while, and it features new ships and missions. the first paid add-on, star trek
online: voyager, was released in june. this add-on brought players the uss voyager from the tv

series. a second add-on, star trek online: enterprise, was released in august, and it brought players
the uss enterprise from the tv series. this add-on also added new ships and missions. in february of

2010, star trek online received an official add-on, star trek online: armada, which brought players the
uss voyager and the uss enterprise to the klingon imperative faction. 5ec8ef588b
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